Testimonials
Need help convincing school leaders of the value of Speak Up participation? Not sure how to use your data
once it’s released in February? Here are some thoughts from past Speak Up participants – to read all
testimonials, visit our Speak Up in Action page at
http://www.tomorrow.org/speakup/speakup_in_action.html.
"Rather than spending time preparing a research tool and compiling the data, we make use of Speak Up
because it is already prepared, the data is compiled, assistance is available to help us interpret it, AND the
data is compared and as a nation overall dissected for current trends in the data.” – Texas School

District
"Speak Up is a well‐crafted survey that gives our district valuable information to help strategic planning.”

– Wisconsin School District
"The data collected from the broad range of respondents is timely and targeted specifically to technology
use in education. Therefore, it's a great tool for decision‐makers to use for instructional, professional
development and budget planning.” – California School District
"A low‐cost, high‐reward way to approach gathering feedback for tech decision making.” –

Massachusetts School District
“We have shared the [Speak Up] data with our leadership teams, higher education partners, school based
staff, and Board of Education. Every presentation for the past year has included our data and references
to Speak Up and the national data.” – Maryland School District
“Speak Up data has helped garner support for 1 to 1 initiatives, increased professional development and
changes in instructional best practices and expectations.” – Virginia School District
“We shared with all of our schools their data ‐ we selected several questions that we wanted them to
target and to be sure to address when they were working on their school technology plans for this year.”

– Alabama School District
“Through the years, I have used Speak Up data to help prepare the District’s strategic plan, to plan
professional development, and to help shape a shared vision of how technology and core curriculum
should be delivered. Data results have been referenced when planning the district's budget and
prioritizing technology infrastructure and instructional technology investments. Speak Up data has been
used to help craft and secure competitive grants and it has led to the consideration and creation of new
courses.” – Pennsylvania School District
Feel free to share your thoughts and plans for your Speak Up data by filling out the form at the bottom of
our Speak Up in Action page or by emailing the Speak Up Team at Speakup@tomorrow.org.
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